-----Original Message-----
From: 	Tremblay, Gail  
Sent:	Thursday, March 25, 2004 7:29 PM
To:	All Staff & Faculty DL; Bantz, Don
Subject:	RE: Jacinta McKoy's Memorial

 << File: To Jacinta of the remarkable sm >> 
Dear Don and everyone:
Here's my poem to Jacinta which you can include with the things to her family in the memory book and however else you see fit.
					Sincerely,
					    Gail


To Jacinta of the remarkable smile,

I remember years ago when you first crossed
			the mountains from east to west, a frisky,
			young women from an arid city traveling
			to study in the rain—how you struggled
			at first, asked hard questions and searched
			for answers that unfolded like petals opening
			in your mind. Ideas flowered, danced from deep
			sources as they passed through you to root 
			in this raw, earthy place. You were unafraid
			to try too much and learned, in this topsy-turvy
			world to give yourself as an extravagant gift
			wrapped in layers of elegant cloth. You walked
			into communities and made space, not just 
			for your dark and gleaming self, but for networks
				of touch and love and give.

			You were the student too useful to lose—
			one who knew how to make life rich.
			Generous, you chose to stay, went to work, struggled
			in our imperfect roost to smooth things out,
			to organize, create a space more equal
			and kinder than the one you found. Dispensing
			tea and wisdom, even to those who shuddered
			when you uttered too much truth, you sung
			out uncanny revelations people needed
			as much as breath. Over years, you spun
			so many threads together, wove a strong web
			the same way Spider Woman used her luminous
			line to bind the planet into being. Now
			that fate has closed your windpipe, and the electric
			pulse that filled you has been called away
			to other work, we are left to startle at endless
			connections, the seemingly seamless way
			that you joined the layers of your life,
			and we are struck—struck by the memories
			of sweet chocolate melting on our tongues,		
			of herbs brewing in cups you lent us, of the sweet
			word, “Honey,” filling your mouth when you called
			out to us. Girl, for years, memories of you will live
			in me, your lessons will possess me because 
			when a goddess comes to earth, it is just too hard
				to let her teachings go.

							With love,
								Gail Tremblay


